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Voinovich acts on promise
Plans for economic growth
in Northwest Ohio discussed

Year In review:

The BG News takes a look
back at the events that have
shaped the school year to
date. The combination of
story and pictures capture
the 'visions' of the 1990-91
school year.
►See VISIONS page 2.
Gymnast* prepare
tourney:

The gymnastics team is
preparing for the MAC
championship Saturday at
Central Michigan University in Mount Pleasant, Mich.
►See SPORTS page 4.

Campus
Correction:

Thursday's Briefly column incorrectly stated
there would be a rally for
Operation Desert Storm accomplishments in the Union
Oval today. The rally was
actually on Thursday.
The News regrets any
Eroblems this error may
ave caused.
Memorial service
offered:

A memorial service entitled "A Celebration of Life"
will be offered in honor of
Gerald L. Saddlemire,
(irofessor emeritus of Colege Student Personnel. The
service will be Monday,
April 8,2-3 p.m. in the Student Recreation Center. A
reception in the Ice Arena
Lounge will follow the memorial service.

State
Brawlln' bunny
bounced:

The Easter Bunny was
fired at a Cleveland mall
after allegedly getting into a
fight with his helper and her
boyfriend.
Evidentally the helper
was trying to reshoot a
child's portrait at the Randall Park Mall in suburban
North Randall when the
bunny, getting hot and irritated inside his heavy costume, rose to take a break.
"The young lady and the
Easter Bunny had some
words, and he got upset, apSarently, and approached
er," said the prosecutor,
Leonard Spremulli. "He
might have bumped her
with his head and hit her
with his ears."
Soldier goes to class:

An Air Force firefighter
who spent nearly seven
months in Saudi Arabia
showed up in person Thursday to thank a class of
fourth-grade students who
wrote him while he was
overseas.
"I want to thank you all
for writing me. It was nice
to get letters from everybody," James Colvin told
about 30 pupils at Cleveland
School for the Arts. "It's
good to be home. It's good to
see all of you."

Weather
Chance of rain:

Today, occasional
showers with thunderstorms
possible.
The high
60 to 65!
South
winds 10
to20mph.
The
chance of
rain is 80

?grant

onight,
occasional showers and
thunderstorms. The low in
the upper 40s. The chance of
rain is 80 percent. Saturday,
showers or thunderstorms
likely, mainly in the morning. The high around 60. The
chance of rain is 60 percent.
compiled tram local and
wire reports

■

by James A. Tinker
editor

TOLEDO — Governor George
Voinovich made good on a camKign promise when he convinced
i cabinet Thursday at the University of Toledo to discuss economic development in Northwest
Ohio.
State representatives, city
councilpersons, mayors, county
commissioners and other local
government officials from the region attended the public hearing
in UT's Student Union.
The governor said he brought
his cabinet with him to Toledo to
hear priorities and ideas, as well
as allow state directors to visit
agencies.
"These are not dog and pony
shows. We're here-to work, he
said.
Voinovich and others echoed
the sentiment that Toledo and
Northwestern Ohio have been
snubbed and neglected in the past
by state government.
"This part of Ohio was forgotten. That wasn't just campaign
rhetoric," Voinovich said at a
morning reception prior to the
hearing.
Because of this neglect, "I
think you lag behind the rest of
the state," he said.
Six community representatives, including University of
Toledo President Frank Horton,
IO N«ws/Stephonle Lewis
commented on current economic
University of Toledo President Frank Horton presents Governor George Voinovich with a UT fishing cap fol- developments and how state
lowing an open hearing on economic development. Volnovlch's fishing expedition for Ideas about Im- government can assist in revitaproving Northwest Ohio netted him plenty.
lizing the region.

•Northwest Ohio is getting its
act together," said Ed Reiter,
chairperson and CEO of the MidAmerican National Bank and
Trust Corp.
Summarizing the findings of a
white paper on regional improvements, Reiter said four
main priorites for developing
Northwest Ohio are:
• transportation — promoting
this corner of the state as a hub
for highway travel and air
freight, as well as a key location
for Lake Erie shipping;
• improving image — Toledo
and the region's weak reputation
need a public relations campaign;
• relocating a state office —
anger over Columbus' expansion,
partially due to government
Business, has led to a demand for
dispersement of agencies;
• technology support — i.e.,
funding higher-education
research.
Research and enterprise parks
such as those developing at the
University, as well as UT and the
Medical College of Ohio are examples of business/education
partnerships worth investing in,
Reiter said. His Mid Am headquarters anchors the University's
park across 1-75.
Other reports to the governor
emphasized concern with environmental regulations that limit
urban-industrial development,
taking advantage of access provided by interstates 75 and 80-90,
promoting tourism along the
Lake Erie coast, the lack ofhousD See VOINOVICH, page 3.

reviews jail plan
Canadian Center DeWine
Wood County
promotes business program focuses
by James A. Tinker
editor

on rehabilitation

The University's Canadian Studies Center is being heralded by
business, educators and politicians as a major asset in attracting Canadian industry and promoting exports to that nation.
At a public hearing in Toledo, Governor George Voinovich
promised continued funds for the center, saying it is an important component in Ohio's economic development.
The University's center will be a resource and data base of
Canadian business and social characteristics.
Canada — particularly Ontario — is Ohio's largest trading
partner, an exchange that is expected to grow.
According to Michael Marsden, chairperson of the center and
associate dean of Arts and Sciences, the establishment of the
center just prior to the U.S.-Canadian free trade agreement was
a blessing. Now. businesses in the United States are rapidly investigating marketing possibilities north of the border.
A seminar on prospective Canadian business earlier this week
in Toledo attracted about 500 businesspersons, 150 who were particularly interested in the University center, Marsden said.
The free trade agreement has been functioning according to
design —opening Canada to U.S. businesses and giving Canadian
businesses more incentive to explore a vast market, he said.
The center is funded through a two-year $100,000 state grant
and a $50,000 contribution from Canada where there are plans
for additional funds.
Marsden said students will have more co-ops to choose from
and a greater opportunity for jobs in Canada if they couple Canadian Studies with business classes.
"It's absolutely reasonable that the State of Ohio sees it appropriate to fund the center," Marsden said. "I'm glad the governor has said it publicly."

Suspected traitors
tortured in Kuwait
KUWAIT CITY (AP) - Kuwaiti security forces and freelance gangs are using lit cigarettes, knives and other instruments to torture hundreds of people suspected of collaborating
with Iraqi troops, a human rights
group said Thursday.
Also, the body of a man apparently beaten to death was found in
a Kuwait City neighborhood, the
second corpse to appear in the
area in recent days. U.S. officers
at the scene said American officials were urging the Kuwaitis to
investigate numerous human
rights abuses.
Middle East Watch a New
York-based group, said about 30
to 40 people have been killed since
the ILS.-led coalition forces drove
Iraqi troops out of the emirate
three weeks ago.
"We have interviewed people

who described torture techniques
which are very similar to those
perpetrated by the Iraqis on the
Kuwaitis," said Andrew Whitley,
executive director of Middle East
Watch.
About 2,000 people are being
held, and many, "possibly the
majority," have been abused,
Whitley said.

by Michelle Banks
assistant managing editor

Lieutenant Governor Michael
DeWine visited the Wood County
Jail Industry Thursday to view
the state's only jail rehabilitation
program and explore the feasibility of implementing a similar
program statewide.
The jail's three-month-old program is designed to prevent
prisoners from re-entering the
criminal system through develrent of job skills including friction on how to obtain interviews. Primarily, prisoners do
volunteer-contract work for local
companies.
DeWine said such a program
would be helpful in Ohio because
prison and jail overcrowding result from repeat offenders dominating the prison system.
"Every county is facing what
Wood County is," DeWine said.
"What we have to do is look at
ways to save taxpayers' money
by trying to get prisoners to
work."
Increasing prisoners' selfesteem is a major benefit of the
SO NMra/Todd Swar jon
program, according to DeWine,
who is a former Green County Lieutenant Governor Michael DeWine talks with reporters from The
Brosecuter and current chief of Blade. Sentinel-Tribune. Foslorla Register and The BG News during his
le state corrections department. visit to the Wood County Jail Thursday. Dewlne said he believes
At a reception in Toledo Thursday morning Governor George
Voinovich stressed that his It.
governor and former U.S. congressman would have responsibiDties. DeWine will be reviewing
the state's justice system and
perhaps developing changes
which may be partially based on
the Wood County jail.

Many detainees are Palestinians, who claim they are being
If Wood County's program
victimized as a group because proves successful, other counties
some of them assisted the Iraqis could implement similar jail reduring the occupation.
habilitation programs, said Sen.
Betty Montgomery (R-PerrysIntent on revenge, Kuwaiti se- burgj.
curity forces have used lit ciga"This could be a leader for Ohio
rettes and lighters to bum people, — other programs will be based
knives to carve words into the on this," she said.
flesh and glass bottles that have
Jean Harrison, industry coorbeen forced up rectums, Whitley dinator, said two counties have
said.
already expressed interest in

county jails should try to provide work for offenders to help rehabilitate them and prevent repeat offenses.

examining the program.
"We have seen it work in other
states; now people are looking at
us," she said.
Since the program began in
February, work hours for the
Qyam's four paroled workers
to be reduced to three hours a
day instead of six because of
lighter work flow.
Harrison said she cut hours so
workers could work every day instead of only two six-hour days
per week.
"The bottom line is that we
want to keep these people working on a daily basis to instill a
good work ethic," she said.
Currently the program has
been contracted by Marathon Oil
in Findlay for piece work and the
Children's Resource Center to

repair infant car seats.
DeWine's outlook for the program remains positive.
•New programs go through
(not having enough work] and
undoubtedly it will go throuah
some tough times," he said. "The
public has to have patience [because] this program is doW
something different."
Expansions for the program in,
elude increasing the number^,
partcipantsintfieprogranT "
"We nave 125 be& uTthtafacili
ty and our goal is to get So^t
of the imnates pAcggpJ
theprogram,"HarriaonaaW8 W
TnetaUmdustrypS^?,.
part of the new jusUc^SJ?8
completed in January im$"
W at
costof$10mmion.
•
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Visions

Images of an intriguing year

to N.wt/Joy Murdock

Beer, battlefields
mar student year

► M*w»/MarcKoipimi»

Nam/Jay Mutdoc*

How far we have we come?
After a beer blast which resulted in the arrests
of more than 100 students at East Merry Madness and
Frazee Frenzy, students rallied against the powers
that be in Bowling Green and marched to the city
police station demanding justice.
Storm clouds in the coming months would make the
East Merry fiasco seem almost unimportant given the
fact that war was once again knocking on our front
door. University students were called by Uncle Sam to
fight in a popular war that has not yet ended but continues to feed the American ego.
George Bush saw students loudly voice their support
for his policy, while a vocal minority argued against intervention.
The disparity seemed to be captured by singer
Natalie Merchant of the group 10,000 Maniacs, as she
held a flag, with a peace symbol, aloft while singing a
ferocious diatribe against the coming Desert Storm.
Once again college was exemplified as a place of
learning and growth. The confusing questions presented by both local and national issues caused students to
question their stands, attitudes and loyalties.
Beer did not seem as important as the human lives of
our fellow citizens called to serve in the Gulf. Flags
were displayed proudly for the troops, but the reasons
for fighting were as shifting as the desert sands upon
which the battle raged.
Troubles continue here and around the globe. But the
horizon looks more promising and there are more
Americans looking to the future than was thought possible before the war.
Spring Break is here at last. Reflect.... and relax!
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Local
University poll reveals STAR system restructured
Priority registration extended due to phone tie-ups
student support of war
by Thomas W. Kelsey
staff writer

will gain U.S recognition.
The survey results conclude
that 75 percent of the students
agree with the idea the U.S. will
be seen more positively throughout the world because of its role in
the Persian Gulf War.
Another reason the war has
received much support, according to the survey, is concerned
Americans' need to make up for
the negative public opinion of the
Vietnam War.
Seventy-four percent of polled
students responded by saying the
war with Iraq was more just than
the Vietnam War.
Students believe the Persian
Gulf War will settle many problems in the Middle East, whereas
the Vietnam War caused more
problems.
In addition, 91 percent of the

by Jackie Rosepal
writer

University students' opinions
concerning the Persian Gulf War
reveal strong support for the military's actions, according to a recent survey by the Student Affairs Research and Evaluation
Office.
Of the 404 students polled. 89
percent agreed with President
Bush's handling of the Gulf War.
"This is the first war that many
students know," said Dean
Purdy, director of evaluation and
planning. "This war has provided
us with a bad guy [Saddam Hussein] to concentrate on, thus
making it easier to give support."
Students not only support the
war but also believe its efforts

students disagreed that the war
against Iraq was another Vietnam.
"People want to get over the
Vietnam War and put it in their
past," Purdy said.
The war in Gulf caused students to reconsider airline travel.
The student evaluation concluded 39.1 percent of students
were less likely to fly overseas
due to the fear of terrorism associated with the war, while 17.8
percent of the students were less
likely to fly domestically.
"War has changed people's
mind of what could happen to the
world," said Purdy. "I want students to look at and evaluate
these statistics to see if they
agree or disagree with their fellow students who were surveyed."

VOINOVICH
"Things were wonderful until
just a few years ago," said Brian
McMahon, president of McMahon
Venture Partnerships.
Toledo has been hurt by leverage buy-outs of companies by absentee owners, deregulation of
the banks and the S&L crisis.
McMahon said most of their
major banks are no longer locally
owned.
McMahon told the governor industry opportunities need to be
diversified for the benefit of the
entire region. McMahon stressed
Toledo was part of Northwest
Ohio, but it is no longer seen as a
dominating force.

The cabinet — comprised of
state agency directors such, as
commerce, human resources and
development — was presented a
historical perspective on Toledo's
past economic condition.

"What's good for Northwest
Ohio will be good for Toledo,"
McMahon said. This differs from
the previously common Toledo
philosophy that what was good
tor Toledo would be good for
Northwest Ohio.
In his first regional cabinet
meeting (no others are scheduled) Voinovich appeared to have
succeeded in demonstrating to
local government officials that
Columbus is going to listen to
their manageable concerns.
"The glass is not half empty,
the glass is half full," Voinovich
said. "Let's get that in our
heads."

Pugh said the influx of calls from students dur-

■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 100
block of East Wooster Street
Monday morning.
■Robert Wendell, 302 1/2 S.
Prospect St., was cited for
criminal damaging at his residence Monday afternoon.
■A resident of the 400 block of
South College Drive reported
someone broke into his apartment and stole several articles
of clothing and other miscellaneous items Monday evening.
I .oss was estimated at $906
■Lauren C. Schmitt. 437 Anderson Hall, was cited for

■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 300
block of Parkview Drive Tuesday afternoon.
■A window was smashed out
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1 0 t h

for Annual Inventory
LUe uuill reopen Monday. April 1.
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On your list of things to do make sure to stop
University Village
&

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

University Courts Apts.
They are now renting!
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Call 354-6203 For More Information
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How Many Persons V ?^™ '
Will Be Riding

Rates Effective Feb. 1, 1991

uno

© wishes everyone a safe
and happy Spring Break! Look for
these exciting programs soon to
come, and many more!
UAO Ropes Course
at Camp Palmer
April 14, 1991 $28.00
Maximum of 14 people!

Ride Free Of Charge

TranM W*nijl*jBon Gird Raquuid'

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: Whselchalr Access a Group S«tlng AvalliNe5*'"p"""1^
■Transit Identification Cards Available At Grants Administrators Office By Appt. Only.

Clough & Mercer
Bowling Green

uno

Children

UNOCR4YR1 O«IM0f*40lM.

For Elderly (65+)/
Handicapped Persons

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

Walking Distance To Campus!

uno uno

$1.00 Fare

$2.00 Fare

1 and 2 Bedroom apartments
9 and 12 month leases
Heat, water, cooking, and sewer included
Central air
No pets please

(419) 352-0164

■A resident of the 500 block of
East Reed Street reported she
and her roommates received a
harassing letter In the mail
Wednesday afternoon.
■City police responded to a
loud music complaint in the 700
block of Manville Avenue
Wednesda, evening.

uuill be closed
March 23-30

PRIORITY!

•
•
•
•
•

at The Source, 518 E. Wooster
St., Wednesday morning.
■A resident of the 400 block of
South College reported a shed
was broken into in the 500 block
of Gypsy Lane Road Wednesday afternoon.

University
Bookstore

Due to Spring Break
ADVERTISING DEADLINE
for the
TUESDAY, APRIL 2
BG News
is
Friday, March 22, 4pm

Nominations for the offices
of
President, Vice President,
Secretary & Treasure
will be taken
April lst-5th
Please submit to 110c Moseley Hall

in at

Pugh said both open and preferred scheduling
will begin on Saturdays, alleviating some of the interference with campus offices or business phone
lines in town.
She said despite the additional scheduling
period, "it is to the [student's] advantage to do
everything in prior registration," thus avoiding
the limited number of classes available during
open registration.

underage consumption in the
100 block of East Wooster Street
Tuesday morning.
■A resident of the 1500 block
of Clough Street reported she
received a telephone call from a
man stating he was conducting
a clothing survey Tuesday
afternoon. She hung up after the
man eventually began asking
her obscene questions.

Attention Advertisers:

NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

0

According to a memo distributed by the department, when open registration began last November, 87 percent of undergraduates had not yet
completed their schedules.

But the problems didn't end at the campus edge.
"Not only were students on campus failing to get
through to the STAR system," she explained, "but
a number of people in town were picking up their
phone and not getting a dial tone."

BLOTTER*

: 1 Continued from page 1.
ing in Toledo despite overbuilding, and trade with Canada.
Possibilites opened by the
U.S.-Canadian free-trade agreement dominated much of the
strategy for economic growth.
The University's Canadian Studies Center was discussed and
Voinovich strongly endorsed the
program and its economic poten-

Voting
April

Modifications in the STAR system have been
implemented to avoid an onslaught of calls like the
thousands that tied up Wood County communications during registration in the fall.
Tlie priority registration period will begin on
April 1 and continue to the 12th. Preferred open
scheduling will be April 13-17, followed by open
registration April 20-May 10.
Susan Pugh, director of registration, said the
additional scheduling period will help alleviate the
tie-ups on the STAR system during open registration because "most people will not need to use open
registration if they take advantage of priority
scheduling and preferred open."

ing open registration not only jammed the STAR
system but jeopardized the 911 emergency service
on campus.
"The students [using the STAR system] didn't
realize that the tie-up on the STAR system could
have blocked a 911 call," she said. "We just
couldn't live with ourselves if an emergency call
failed to get through."

Ketaca Indian
Print Sale
April 17 & 18,
1991
10-4
Union Foyer

For more information
on any programs,
please call 372-2343.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
Nearly $QQ uni'tS with SUPER locations
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Gymnasts will look to No rest for the men's
unseat EMU at MACs tennis team on break
by Glen Lubbert
sports writer

The Mid-American Conference
is a lot like a roullete wheel —
anything is possible, nothing is
guaranteed.
That's the attitude the women's
gymnastics team has as it kicks
off its spring break in Mt. Pleasant, Mich, at the MAC Championship meet tomorrow.
After scoring a stunning 189.20
against Valparaiso last weekend,
the Falcons became the number
one ranked team in the MAC.
Eastern Michigan is second with
a best team score of 188.90.

However, coach Charles Simpson believes those scores have
little bearing on what will happen
at the MAC meet.
"It looks great on paper,"
Simpson said. "But, things are
going to even out at the meet."
The 11th annual meet, which
begins at 2 p.m., will be held at
Central Michigan's Rose Arena.
While BG will be looking for a victory after a disappointing fifth
place last season, third ranked
Central Michigan will be looking
to down the Falcons on its way to
a back-to-back title.
After winning the meet last
year with a MAC championship
record of 185.35 points, the Chip-

PUBLIC AUCTION

Eiwas will seek to continue a patrn set by the previous two
champions. Kent won back-toback titles in 1988-89 and Western
Michigan won the 1986-87 crown.
Despite the fact one of BG's two
losses came from CMU, Simpson
is still optimistic about the meet.
"We're going into the meet with
an excellent chance of winning,"
Simpson said. He also believes
some schools have an advantage
for the meet citing CMUs host
status.
"Its going to be close with
Eastern," Simpson said.

"Eastern will be coming into the
meet thinking they are the top
team. Kent also has the idea that
they are number one. We're going
to show them they're both
wrong."

BGSU is holding a public auction of surplus
equipment and lost & found property on
Wednesday, March 27, 1991 beginning at
10:30 a.m. The location of the auction will be
at the old paint shop storage building,
located next to the TV station off of Troup
Street. Among the items to be auctioned are:
Vehicles, Furniture, Computers & Printers, Tires
& Rims, Bicycles, Jewelry, Watches,
Calculators, Walkmans, Radar Detectors &
Scanners. Cameras, Mlsc Sporting Goods,
Misc Tools. Cash or check accepted - N. Keith
Bradley auctioneer. Other Information may be
obtained by contacting the inventory
management department, Bowling Green
State University, 372-2121 between the hours of
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday.

Most Bowling Green students
will be taking it easy and soaking up the sun over Spring
break.
The same,
however,
cannot be said
for the men's
tennis team.
The Falcons will begin a nine
lay, eight
game trip to- Orlando
day in which
thev face
tough competition from three
different conferences.
BG will meet Youngstown
State today, and from March
23-30 they will play Western

CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR
APARTMENTS
Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: Resident Manager
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Food Operations
Quantum 90
Budget Planner
MINIMUM
Beginning ■
Balance
545
Mar i<)
Apr 12
Apr 2t;

Mav ll

COMFORT

SUPER

SUPER PLUS

7IO

825

l< >.-»()

205

266

SIM

395

137

178

207

264

00

OO

104

132

o
Enjoy all of our facilities!
Dining Halls, Snack Bars, and
Restaurants!

Kentucky, Kent State, Vanderbilt, Austin Peay, Middle Tennesse State. Memphis State,
and Louisville.

omore Justin Overholser will
not make the trip because of a
sprained wrist suffered earlier
this week.

"There are no sure wins and
we will have to play our best
tennis in order for us to accomplish one of our short-term
goals which is to be .500 at the
end of the trip." head coach
Gene Orlando said.

The doubles teams for the
Falcons, in order, will be: Mike
Teets and Doug Dickinson;
Watson and Koehler; and Alder
and Snyder.

Playing singles for BG, in order from number one to number
six, will be: freshmen Todd
Koehler, Richard Watson, and
Jim Snyder, sophomore Jay Alder, senior Steve Mudre, and
freshman Jeff Huffman. Soph-

"The purpose of the trip is to
prepare us tor the MAC regular
season," Dickinson said. "We
are going down south to take
care of business."
"Each match we play over
Spring break will be a 'grit buster'," Orlando said.

Tribe talking trade
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - The
Cleveland Indians, who totaled
six runs in a span of five games
this week, are talking with the
Toronto Blue Jays and possibly
some other teams about trading
for some hitters.
But Indians President Hank
Peters is refusing to comment on
any specifics of the discussions.
He would not confirm rumors
that the Blue Jays are interested
in acquiring Tom Candiotti or
Greg Swindell, both starting
pitchers for the Indians.
"Yes, we've talked to the Blue
WORRIED ABOUT
AIDS?
FREE. ANONYMOUS
ANTIBODY TESTING AT
MEDICAL COLLEGE
HOSPITAL
381-3741
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
INC.
(SASI)
243-7274
TOLEDO HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
245-1701

Ask for testing times

O

Jays," Peters said. "We've also
talked to a number of other
clubs."
The talks with Toronto,
however, seem to be the most serious. An Indians scout has been
following the Blue Jays for
several days in Florida, and a
Toronto scout watched a couple of
Cleveland games in Arizona this
week.
John Hart, the Indians' director
of baseball operations, said scout
George Lauzerique has been
scouting Toronto. ''But if you say
that, you've also got to say that
we have Tom Giordano, Danny
Carnevale and Bill Werle scouting other clubs in Florida," Hart
said.
Peters did not rule out the
possibility of trading a pitcher.
The Indians have only three esD See TRIM, page 5.
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Down Under Chily's Express
Zzas
Harshman
McDonald
Galley
Garden Terrace Deli
Berries
Towers Inn
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University Food Operations
372-7933

893-0241

Greenbriar Inc.

Stop In and check out
our special deals for
Summer & Fall 1991

352-0717
224 E. Wooster

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone

(419) 255-7769

■

Summer & Fall Rentals
• Good Assortment of
rentals still available *

Abortion through
17 weeks
Morning after
treatment

UniGraphics
211 West Hall
372-7418

OBJECTIVE:

To provide quality, professional
resume service to the University
community at a reasonable price,
plus » $2.00 discount.'

PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS: Ability to take typewritten copy or
diskettes and produce the sharpest-type
resumes available in Bowling Green.
Currently support MSWord, MacWrite,
MultiMate, Word Perfect. Some disk
conversion possible.

REFERENCES:

1

Your well-above-average roommate
who has already had one done here.

Bring in this ad for a $2.00 discount.
Offer expires August 10,1991.

V
Also - don't forget
to submit uour
cover design!
You could win
BIG BUCKS!
Due April 12,1991

ROCKLEDGE
MANOR
2 BDRMS. 2 BATHS. WALK-IN CLOSET.
DISHWASHER. STORAGE AREAS

Starting At $420 moE. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St.
352-9302

Friday. Match 22. 1991

THE BG NEWS

BG sports
over break
The Falcon spring sports teams
will all be active over Spring
break.
The men's golf team travels to
Annapolis, Md. for the Navy Invitational this weekend and Lexington, Ky. next week for the Johnny
Owens Invitational.
Both track teams will be in
Winston Salem, North Carolina
tomorrow and at Gainville's Florida Invitational next weekend.
Baseball and soft ball will spend
the week in Florida practicing
and playing doubleheaders.
The baseball team will take on
Iowa, Wright State, St. Leo's, St.
Thomas, Cleveland State, and
Eastern niinios.
The softball team plays Stetson, South Florida, Florida State,
and Drexel.

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
WnleAThon
April 1 3. 10-4
Union Foyer
By signing your name lo one of our letters, you
can save someone's lite Think about it

LOST * FOUND
Found' Men's silver class nng from St towards
High School class ol 199V Initials <ead VAS
Ceil 372 3029
I lost my watch (big sentimental value) on
3/20/91 at 10 30 am between Education and
Union parking lot Of around College Park
Please call 352-9410 ii you tound tt
Lost or stolen purse from Alpha Xi Delta-S-gma
Kappa Reggae Date Party on March 9th Black
w'woven pattern If found please caH Liu at
372-5407 (Large reward • no questions
asked).
Lost-Dark purple suede coat from G T s March
15th Extremely valuable to me Please turn
into campus security or police today Many
thanks Laura

Bo's agent refutes
medical reports

Horseback Riding
Douglas Meadows Ranch
313-856-3973

AP sports writer

Bo Jackson's future should not be judged by doctors who haven't seen his medical reports, his agent says.
"All of these quacks around the country have not examined
Bo's records and have no idea what they're talking about,"
Richard Woods, Jackson's agent, said Thursday from Mobile,
Ala. "When I see doctors in San Diego, San Francisco, or New
York or Washington, commenting, it makes you wonder what
sort of ethical medical standards they have."
An Alabama medical center where Jackson was examined this
week said the two-sport star would be tested again in 30 days. It
said it would not comment on Jackson's condition until then.
Woods said the New York Yankees are serious about claiming
Jackson by Friday's 2 p.m. EST deadline.
"Bo and the Yankees could be a match made in heaven,"
Woods said. "The Yankees are the greatest franchise in history
and Bo could breath new life into a ereat oraanixation."

AOTT " AOTT • AOTT * AOTT * AOTT ■ AOTT
AOTT'sThanks to your donations, we won the
blood dove and helped to make it a success
while helping those in need Keep up the good

• -PHIMU' •
The Sisters of Phi Mu would like to congratulate
CHRISTY OQHEAN on being selected a Step 1
Leader lor 1991-92'
PHI MU ' PHI MU

POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE
Specializing in formal date nights 4 parties
CaH 874-6684

"We like our pitching a lot,"
Peters said. "But we will talk
about it and some of our other
players. We're interested in improving our club. If we can make
an advantageous deal, we will. If
we don't like a deal, we won't
make it."

SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) — Cory White Sox scored twice.
Snyder homered and drove in
Chicago starter Melido Perez
three runs as the Chicago White had his streak of scoreless inSox beat the Cincinnati Reds 5-3. nings snapped at 10 2-3 innings
when Luis Quinones scored from
Reds starter Ted Power sur- third on a double-play ball in the
rendered three runs in the third fourth. This spring, Perez has
inning, including a two-run given up one run, six hits and six
homer to Snyder. Snyder had an walks in 12 innings, while striking
RBI single in the fifth when the out 13.

Kappa Sigma ' Kappa S*gma * Kappa Sigma
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma would Ike to wish
everyone a sale and toyous Spring Break1
Kappa Sigma * Kappa Sigma * Kappa Sigma

AZD ' KRISTI OMEEN ' AZD
Congratulations Knsti on your pearling to Paul
Harris1
Love. Your Alpha X. Sisters

■ WOMENSSOCCERAnyone interested in trying out tor the womens
dub soccer learn next year, pfcaeae come lo a
mealingMon . Apr 1. at9 30 pmm 101 BA

Congratulations to Panhel s
Greek Athlete of the Week
Anav Shemberg A Chi O

•SPRING BREAK FRISBEE SALE'
March 2022
12-4 Every day «the BA Budding
Only (2.00
Sponsored by the
Hospitality Management Society

CongratulatrOnsDAWK TALLMAN on your lavalienng to ZACK FRYER, a Pike at University ol
Arizona' Wasn't it nice of him to let you know
ahead ol time?'
Love.
Your Chi Omega Sisters

1991 Senior Gymnastics
This MAC'S for you1'
STB Love, the Gymnastics team

DELTA SIGMA PI • ' ALPHA PHI OMEQA
Mary Lachowski.
Congratulations on your position as
DIRECTOR OF FACULTY RELATIONS'
Keep up the good work"
P S Have a great time m Florida"
I'll miss ya1
An ;,-

AOTT • AOTT • AOTT • AOTT
HeyAOTT'S
Over Break
Think Beta111
AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT
Congratulations Tracy Maneage on being presented the Florence Currier Award. We are all
very proud ol yout

Indians' top candidate for the job.
Turner Ward, was hitting .143
after his first eight exhibition
games.
Bell, who hits right-handed, hit
.281 with seven homers for Syracuse last year. Hentgen was 9-5
with a 3.05 ERA at Class AA
KnoxvUle.
"I don't think anything is
close." Peters said. "But remember, you're never far away
from a deal if people say the right
names."

Kay Oee * CINDY PESCH * Kay Dee
Congratuiahons on receiving the
Order ol Omega Award We
Are proud of you'
AOT Your Slaters

Cincinnati scored twice in the
sixth when Quinones tripled home
Eric Davis and scored on Reggie
Jefferson's single.
Bobby Thigpen, who had a
major-league record 57 saves last
season, got his second save of the
spring by pitching a scoreless
ninth.

continued on pg. 6
PHI IMS
The Brothers of Ft* S*gma Kappa would ska to
man Stave Cermafc a happy 22nd b-rthday1

SIGEP
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
Tim Stanton and Stu Krhntzkin

AOTT "AOTT • AOTT
To all you greeks
headed to the beachHave a safe Spring Break!

' Alpha Phi Omega * Alpha Phi Omega '
Big Mike Kister.
Congratulations on benig accepted to CWRU
Law School and on your scholarship''
I'm so proud of you"
Love.
La" Angela
PS You'reBAO"

The iCleveland) Plain Dealer,
quoting unnamed sources, reported Thursday that the Indians
have an interest in Toronto outfielders Mark Whiten, Glenallen
Hill and Derek Bell, and pitching
prospect Pat Hentgen.
Whiten, a switch-hitter, batted
.290 with 14 home runs and 48
RBIs at Class AAA Syracuse last
season. Hill, who bats righthanded, hit .231 with 12 homers
and 32 RBIs for Toronto. Both can
play right field, which has become a problem area because the

Snyder powers Sox over Reds

work'

ALPHA XI ' SIGMA CHI ' ALPHA XI
The Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulate Valerie Siostak and Bob Zerbe on
their recent lavalienng'

Academic Companions is a private, simple-louse singles network tor researchers, artists,
educators, A scholarly students Regional/local
listings Low cost Academic Companions, P O.
Box 346. CSnton. NY 13323

Continued from page 4.
tablished starters: Candiotti,
Swindell, and newcomer Eric
King, who was obtained in a trade
with the Chicago White Sox in
December.
L^

by Richard Rosenblatt

Alpha Sigma Phi
Brothers ol the Week
"The Poo) Table Wrecking Crew"
Officer of the Week
Ted Hatklna
Pledge of the Week
The entire Pledge Class!

SERVICES OFFERED

TRIBE

Did you know? 3 weeks after conception a baby
has a detectable heartbeat and his or ner brain,
nervous system and foundation for organ
system begins to form.
GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom $1
(U repair) Delinquent tax property
Repossissions Your a/ea (1) 805 96? 8000
Ext GH9849 tor currant repokst

SIGEP
BROTHER OF THE WEEK
Steve Lavwaki
SIGEP
Congratulations Tim Stanton and Stu Knvrtztun
on winning the ALL-CAMPUS Doubles Raauetbai Championship
The Brothers ol
Stgma Phi EpaHon

Away?

SIGEP
Congratulations to Jim Stevtc for receiving the
TIM SMITH Award at the Greek Awards Banquet
The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon
SIG EP SAM SEZ:
SPRING BREAK TIME'
S^jma Kappa • TERRI OVERBECK ' Stgma
Kappa
If you weren't my sis". II nol for Sigma K. We'd
shi sistas be. m our hearts ONE HEART ONE
WAY'"
I love you Terri' - Your big S«a

,•' ifs time to find
an apartment for
Summer 1991!
Don't waste
hundreds of dollars
on a below-average
apartment. You've

SIGEP
Congratulations Dave Burch lor receiving the
OUTSTANDING NEW MEMBER Award at the
Greek Awards Banquet
The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon

THE SISTERS OF ALPHA XI DELTA WISH
EVERYONE A SAFE AND FUN-FILLEO
SPRING BREAK'

IFC PANHEL
WISHES EVERYONE
A SAFE AND FUN
SPRING BREAK

Why Throw Your Money

seen the rest, now
see the best.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
352-9135
SPRING BREAK FOR LADIES ONLY!
SORORITIES / BIRTHDAYS / ALL OCCASIONS

The Sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like to wish
everyone a happy and sale Spring Break1

PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy teats and supportive servtcea Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354 HOPE.
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy.
Call 352-3987 from Sam to 9pm
Heal & Sole Shoe Repair
now located at
150 S. Main, next to Ban Franklin

PERSONALS

NEW DANNY'S OF WINDSOR ALL MALE REVUE
Open 1 Nights • Musi Be 19 To Enter • Group Travel Available
Intormation & Reservations (JiJ) 963-6I4S

The Sisters of Kappa Delta would like to
wish everyone a fun and safe Spring Break I

o

tr-tr-trir-tr-ti-tr-Cr-irtr-Cr

Spring Break Hours

TIRED
■n

University Food Operations
Facilities will close at 2 p.m.
Friday, March 22

OF
ROOMMATE

•St

HASSLES?
TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
OR AN
EFFICIENCY

*
*

PLUS THESE ACTION-PACKED MATCHES AND MUCH MORE!
Career Match

ULTIMATE WARRIOR'"
VS.
MACHO KING
RANDY SAVAGE'"
with SENSATIONAL QUEEN SHERRT"

Blindtold Match
JAKE The Snake"
ROBERTS'"

VS.
The Model

RICK MARTEL'"

Intercontinental
Title Match
MR. PERFECT"
with BOBBY HEENAN -

VS.

BIG BOSS MAN "

WWF Tag Team
Title Match
HART FOUNDATION
VS.
NASTY BOYS'"
witli JIMMY HART"

BRING HOME THE ACTION! CALL YOUR CABLE COMPANY NOW!

i r

at

POE ROAD
^APARTMENTS*
£215 E. Poe Road %
t Call 352.0717 *

A

Open Sunday, March 31 ^^£53^
Garden Terrace Deli
^viJoT
McDonald Dining Hall QjjAjr
Open 4 p.m. - 11 p.m. TERRACl

"Your Connection to the World"

Order before March 23,1991 and pay only $29.95 for 3Va
hours of non-stop, no Holds Barred Action. Call Sat. 9-12,
Sun 2-7, still a great value at $34.95. Only on Cable TV.
Call 352-8424 NOW!
118 N Main St.
Bowling Green
"Tl
J

Tws UMunifM it UCEMEO FO* PMMTE HO** vKwiNfi our «> nmic if iwoii««»cj corrmc a* ufUUTHomzEO USE it inucTir mOHwno
uoeurtutJECTrwtmiiiKiiTOLiiiAiUTKMi MI OIWR wcHiiAM tintfiurWUIWID ir niursromi inc

^L7t
Bl

lavara ir*—**«to**** «* c ten tiwfrm R H*HMJ* MW HMrmn'«M*u«nNwCMaf«iiaM«MMtiif««MAR lie* aawieiMMi
i— M mmmnvmi*m*lwtH'n ■* «'«aw« tareiai ilS«rtqM»oi»»ea>ycii."|i^wMi*c umw»m»mm• c»«fc—cn»BHw|i

N^Open Sunday, March 31
Chlly's Express
Kreischer Dining Hall
^■•^.^Open 4 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.

Enjoy Your Break!

THE BG NEWS
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Classifieds
continued from pg. 5
The SOLO iMdersrap Tip ol mo WM
*c«on nay no) at..,, bring nmnu. but
•"•ra a) no Iwmti -ithout action
We're SOLO on Leeoersrapi I
TlenaRenner
Haeoy bMnoey. nm aw
lie •ucn • •ham* you can! on* Deer
Tho' Boonaa. you've touno w» oo ma BK*
But Rannat - don't you dara gat arc"'
Hejva a vary happy birthday and an awaaoma
Spring Brae* Tiaha' Love Amy
What a «i il lor you?
MWCELLANY MAGAZINE
ComngAorte

20 OVERWEIGHT MEN a WOMEN NEEDED
Muatba25fca or more overweight
FO«MU-> aaighi low cantata wa ara loouig
lor ovarwalght man ft woman to participate m
our weight loaa program tor advarmmg pur
oeee Those who partiopata m Ma spec*! pro
grem w* recarve a significant discount oft ma
regular program price Cal today 354-4500
Mala rmta wantad Perrysburg ■ 2 bad apt
Own antranca Jl SO/mo plua 1 /2 uS Aa* tor
Ray 888 89"
f+aed monay lor Spring BraaK? Sal ma your
mountainD*» 35.) .1483
Roommataa needed lor summer Good tocetion. own badroom parking, tuey lumiahad Can
372 5729 and Haven
Wantad I roommate lor 91/92 school year
$140 a month a electricity Cal Tata or Matin
2-3531

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - llsherlei
Earn $5,000 plus/month Free transportation' Room and Board! Over ft.000 openings.
No •■parlance neceesary. Mala or Female.
For fta-paga employment manual, eend IS.a 5
lo MIL Reeeerch. Bo. S4O0S. Seattle, WA
W24 - Satisfaction Guaranteed
CHRISTMAS. Spring Break, summer travel
FREE Air couriers needed and cruiaaahip jobs
Cam 8C, 68? 7V,',l.i r '658
Female to aubleaae apartment tor summer
Great place good doaf. and super roommataa'
Can Ftenee 352 7217
Keeeys Island Summer PortHofc) Cale needs
cooks and servers Sand Resume to P O Box
792 Keteye Island OH 43438 or cal
748 2302
Painters
CoSege Pro Painters looking lor workers lor
Summer opportunities m Cleveland A CokjmOua No axp necc $5-$8-hr Contact Uaa at
1 BOO 327 2488

Summer Employment
Perfect for students' We have lul time light assembly positions available al our East Side
Cleveland location Prior aaeembty experience
m hetptul but not necessary Wa offergood
wages and great hours - both day and evening
poeltiona ara available Pleaae apply m person
800am • 100pm Mon Fn « 2-8325
Clayton Aye WJckatle. OH 44092
TEACHERS Early cnMhood specialists diecover a new career aa an American nanny Top
positions locaty ft nationally, kve-m or live out
travel opportunitiea Nannies of Cleveland
218521 4650

I - 2 persona to subleaae or share a two bdrm
apt Nice unfurmahed a no depoan1 CM Shan
non. 354 4073
2Roommataa needed to luctsaas lor SUM.
MEN 2 badroom apt close to campus' RENT
NEOOTIAM.E. Cal 353 4058 NOW

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

NEW
Columbia Courts
Apartments
3 bedroom furnished apartments

•& # Construction begins
Summer 1991 -fr tr
Call 352-0717 for more information

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Walters. Wail
reaaaa. Buasers. Lifeguards
Tenglewood
Country Club, 8745 Tanglewood Trail. Chagrin
Fats OH 44022 IBatnbndge Twp ) Apply in
person send lor application or cal (216)
543-7010

"Tu,'°

CINEMA 5
1214 NORTH MALL ST.

354 0551

WEEKLY SCHEDULE
MARCH 22-28. 1991
SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY II «o»«ssi«o«
ll:M. lift. 5 00. 7 JO. HO
*«"""«
WHITE FANG
12:05. 2:10

PG

«,.„»,, p.
suMasavias

TutorfCountetors:Residentiel position
Minimum sophomore daeerflcation

210 N. Main

352-9951

Thur-Sat March 21-22

BURNT TOAST
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1 00 cover after 9:30
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day *
Entropy

'NO NO-J A-JO*C»

tfCCUD, X 'r* 3o*4(5c.tW

Need an apt for summer or faf
WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS!
Furnished or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354-2260 or slop at 319 E Wooster

Runs Great'
$500 or best offer
372-1258 ask tor Jim
18' Prindle Cal
w/Traaer $2200 obo
XLNT Cond Cal 352-8804
Ask lor Scott

309 High
2 BRIurn apts
free heat, water, ft sewer

One ft Two BR lurn. apts 9 & 12 mo. and summer leases avail. S ft V Rentals 500 Lehman
(next to bus Station). 352-7454

9 1 2 mo leases

Quiet. 1 story apts 1 ft 2 bedroom available
Good rates Cal Mike at 353 7600

'76Camaro

850 Honda
623-3431

Nighthawk

$1000

(across from Taco Bel)
lo pick up our listing ft
speak with our friendly staff
Needed Summer Subleaser(s)
Large Apl al 634 Scon Hamilton #4. Two
Bdrm, partlaly turn, much mora and close lo
campus Cal 3646677

laundry faculties
private partjing
NEWLOVE RENTALS

1964 AMC Rambler Classic Typhoon 2 door.
6-cyender 62.000 original mass Clean and
dependable Musi sell $800 or beat otter Cal
MarCee at 3343052 belore 4 30 PM

RE Management
113 Railroad St

32( S. Main, 352-5620

352-9302
Now renting lor summer '91
one rate lor the entire summer
CALI TODAY'

Call

Awesome Car Stereo • Kenwood pull out CD
player, AMP, equalizer Very good quartly Paid
$1000. must sell $500, or best offer Cal
352 5936

520 EAST REED
ONLY ONE LEFTI
2 BR fum apl
free water ft sewer
across from campus

Ready to settle down In quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh SI. 2 bedroom unfum. heat ft AC
paid 352-3445

Couch, Chair and Footstool for sale Good condition Price negotiable 354-2369

NEWLOVE RENTALS
320 S. Main, 352-5620

Village Green Apartments
Now renting lor summer only.
Cal after 11:00am ' 354-3533

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

uno

THIS LITTLE SIBS WEEKEND.

ZUAO OLYMPICS
Saturday, April 13, 1991 • l-4pm
Field between Student Services and Kreischer Quad

The
Tanning
Center
Spring Break
Special
3 Visits - Only $5.00
• visits must be used Dy
Mar 31sf
3 Convenient Locations
143 West Wooster
248 N. Main
993 S. Main

for you and your sibs!
Co-Ed Volleyball Tournament
(3 men & 3 women)
* $100 for winning team! *
Sign-ups begin Monday,
April 1 in the UAO office!
DON'T
uno

uno

GET
uno

LEFT OUT,

uno

uno

uno

IT'S
uno

FOR

uno

EVERYONE!

uno

uno

uno

-by John Boissy
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Large efficiency on Main Streel lor Summer
Sublease $235 month: utilities included Cal
352-6984

4:20, 7:10. Mf

by Chuck Bost

Fatman-

PS

Furnished 2 bedroom house Furnished unities
except electric. Open for summer and fan se
masters 319E Evera Cal 669-3036

228 SOUTH COLLEGE
1 ft 2 BR apts
free gas. water, ft sewer
9 1/2 and 12 month leases
laundry facilities
private parking
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S. Main. 352-5620

FOR SALE

TURTLES 2 SECRET OF THE OOZE K NO
IMA MO. 4:M, 7:00, »:10
MS«S
R

Fal housing
Still Available
We have 1 and 2 Dorms.
Stop in today
RE Management
n3RallroadSt

Newlove Rentals
328 S Main ' 352-5620

Apphcationa A position descriptions
available at 301 Hayes Hal
Deadline April 5 1991

SILENCE OF THE LAMBS H
12:00. 2:20. 4:40. 7:15. 9:30

THE DOORS

A law good tennante neayJac
Mr Vernon Apartments. 802 6th St
2 Bed. Furnished. Dishwashers. Paid Utilities
Cal Gary at 353 7934
Carty Rentals 2 bdrm apts ft Kiel now avaaable house for 2.3,4 or 6 students For Fall or
Summer. Also rooms aval for males Vary near
campus
Near Ralaa A.alleblel Call
3530325

2 badroom furnished apt
FREE gas heat, water HBO
Private parking
Laundry Facilities

Instructors: High school Math. Engesn
Social Studies Science. Non-reeidennel
Bachelor's degree required

HARD WAY R
12 10. 1:35. 4 SO 7 30 9 10

HOWARD'S club H

Two IBM PC computers
• •LOWPRICE* •
Cal Kan Cuat 352-1520

2 badroom. completely turn
Microwave AC ft laundry leal
2 3. 4 person rates
352-3445
Hours 9-9. local owner

2 BDRM APTS-FURN ft UNFURN
Near Harhsman Free heat ft cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea Rate-Into sheets
aval front desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (across from Harahman)

A pre college residential program
lot
high school students

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Ful-nme summer positions are available in our
Auto Travel Dept Qualified individuals will have
a working knowledge ol major U S Highway
systems and excellent communications skirts
Candidates should be available to Iraki during
Spring Break The openings are located in the
greater Cleveland area. Mentor, Ravenna,
Miles. Norwalk. and Boardman Rate ol pay wet
be between $4 50 and $4 75 par hour Interested individuals should cal (216) 361-6018

CmCMARK THEATRES

SEIZED CARS, trucks boats. 4 wheelers
motorhomee. by FBI. IRS. DEA. A pliable in
your ana now Cal 1-805-682-7555 E«l
C-2604

FOR RENT

Employment avaaaple as:
Spring Break $$$
$7.25 Milling
Train now; FT on break. PT during school E«ponaion has created several openings in marketing/ sales department
AASP Scholarships ft Co-ops available Cal
no* )B2 1060

704 5th St

LOFT WITH LADOER - FOR SALE
$60 00 ot beat offer
Cal 354-4522. aak for Jodi

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
June 23- Aug 3 1991
(six weeks)

WANTED
SURFS UP
•
MANAGER'S WANTED
Hands on training ft opportunity
lor advancement lor the right people
I you're motivated dial
1419)888 7 113aak lor
THE WILD ft CRAZY ONE
$375 - $700 average earning"1

For Sale Juno
10S syntheetter - $100
Peavey 35 watt ampl lor $25 352 5803

by J.A. Holmgren
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1991

Area merchants will be teaming-up
once again to offer you ** saving
coupons and special offers.

to

Look for it at ail regular B6 News
distribution points the Monday
following Spring Break.

to

uno

GETTING INSIDE
YOUR WEEKEND

I

My*6

tfybf&

i

I

Volume 2
Issue 9

The *** the
f9ce;P

Anarchy in
The Editors'
lote
Page 2

Music Review:
Bats Sting,
TOM Sins
Page 4

No *•

I

N

°
These words, from an untitled poem in "Wilderness" by
Jim Morrison gives haunting insight into the singer's
appeal even now - almost 20 years after his death.
The merchandising of rock memorabilia has become
big business and with the long awaited Oliver Stone film.
The Doors, the group and Morrison - their infamous lead
singer - are currently the most prominently displayed
and most sellable t-shirts, posters, and watches to the
music in all its forms.
Story continues on Page 3

I

Friday. Match 22. 1991

\ inslDERi
IilSlDEni

VOTE

BG's Favorite Things
Okay teenbeats! Here's your chance to settle those classic late night debates once and for
all. Where's BG's favorite weekend hot spot? Who's BG's fave hip rockers? And last but
not least, which all-important bank machine is BG's fave money hut? The Insider
presents... BG'S FAVORITE THINGS!
Here's your chance to stand up and be counted. Let everyone know
WHAT IS COOL. Please vote for only one fave in every category.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

FAVORITE BAR
FAVORITE RESTAURANTFAVORITE GAS STATION.
FAVORITE LOCAL BANDFAVORITE CONVENIENCE STORE
FAVORITE BANK MACHINE (give location).
FAV. FAST FOOD RESTAURANT
FAVORITE LAUNDROMAT
FAVORITE HAIR SALON
FAVORITE RESIDENCE HALL

Spring Break sits upon the horizon like a ripe melon, waiting to
be squeezed for Its every revitalizing drop of love Juice. And
nothing but this editors' note
stands In our way.
So why are we writing like
Chuck Travis?
God help us.
Yeah, we know we're pulling a
Green Sheet Impersonation this
week (with regards to Green
Sheet editor Melissa Henry), but
It's a financial thing. It seems BG
merchants don't want to plunk
down the advertising bucks
when we're all going to be doing
the hedonistic thing In warmer
climes. So this Is the Insider's
FIRST ANNUAL nTY-BITTY
SPRING BREAK ISSUE. How's
thai for getting the max for the
minimum?
We're opening the Doors for ya
this week (sometimes the puns In
this column Just write themselves) with a swlngln' cover story by Morrella Raleigh. If orrella
does Morrison on page three.
More. Brian Lumley slams the
flick. Page two. Dr. Dave. Page
four. Steve Knowlton on Lovestreet. Page four. Bunch o' myoozlk reevyooze. Page four.
We're out there havln' fun. In
the warm California sun.
The Editors

Ballots must be returned to THE INSIDER. BG News Office,
210 West Hall, by 5 p.m., Friday, April 5. 1991.
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Readers are invited to wnla to 7na Insider magazine at
210 Waat Hall, Bowling Groan Stata Univarsity, Bowling
Grain, Oh. 43403 to tall ui oU or pat us on lha back
(whatever lha situation menti).
Anyono intarattad in working for The Insider ai a writar,
artist, or photographar should call 372-6967.

Hay. peoplel I tried caMi
0-unman down to Florida and I'm
stock somewhere m Tannaasaa. So
would anybody going down mis
PLEASE PICK ME UP

Submissions ol short fiction (five typewritten pagt
maximum unless other arrangements are mada) are
encouragad.
The Insider editors welcome any and all submissions foi
publication. Unless arrangements are mada by the author
to have the material returned, all submissions become the
property ol Tie Insider.

Lumley slams and knocks "The Doors
by aVkm Lumkiy
film critic

I could use an adolescent cliche
more suited to the likes of Gene
Shailt much like "The Doors get
Stoned," a knucklehead pun at
the expense of director Oliver
Stone, but I won't. Instead 111
stray from such literary buffoonery and attempt to tackle Jim
Morrison much In the same way
that Stone did-without much origtnallty and fervor.
Stone attempts to recreate the
unpolished, raw emotion of the
sixties Parties, free love, Warhol's Factory, drugs, peace, love,
rock-n-roU. On the Viet Nam
homefront, these apocalyptic
musical warriors were espousing
virtues of a generation. As the
sixties ended though, many of
these battle-scarred veterans became casualties, dropping dead

for a personal cause. "The music
of a generation, the foundation of
a new order," according to Plain
Dealer critic Joanna Connors,
"has now become the mainstay
for lite rock radio stations and the
fodder for supermarket sound
systems.
Whereas Stone has taken us all
on two very interesting and entertaining (is It safe to call "Pla-

toon" entertaining?) trips Into the
sixties, his newest attempt Is a
cold reflection of that era. Pretty
much everyone born after the
moonshot knows Morrison's
rapid rise to success and subsequent fall due to his volatile
nature. Stone's film showcases
this aspect of The Doors, and basically, not much more. We see
Jim In film school, waxing the
light poetic about such archaic
things as death. We see Jim and
Ray form the band. We see the
Infamous New Haven concert.
Then, lo and behold, we see Jim's
bathtub death In Paris. Stone
takes the vitality of the era and
packs it Into neat little dlffnotes.
The problem with any bloplc is
the Inability of its medium to effectively portray all the little
events that transform person into
legend. A two hour feature allows
only enough time to gloss over
key events; gone are the little ta-

tracacles that fans have come to
genuflect.
Shades of any other biographical film ("based on a true story "-yeah, right.) The Doors start
most humbly playing the clubs of
L.A. Their talent and untethered
performances soon lead to a record contract and unbound mass
appeal. Poet/visionary Morrison
starts to "break on through" the
bounds of reality with his drug
experimentation and alcohol
worship. His seeming deathwlsh
haunts him any- and everywhere
as Death, neatly symbolized by a
roaming bald man, taunts Morrison during every major scene.
The weird and fantastic, the disgustingly real and vague, all play
a unique part In Morrison's
strange world. Although his
downward spiral Is brutally honest. It remains gutwrenchlng.
Stone paints a morbid picture of
pointless self-destruction. His

film Is utterly devastating, but ridiculously unoriginal.
As Morrison, Val Kilmer Is fantastic. Although his physical
resemblance to the Lizard King
Isn't as eerie as everyone has
raved, Kilmer's mannerisms are
amazing. He's got that shoulder-swaying strut down cold, and
his stare Is as mortify Ingly erotic
as Morrison's. Meg Ryan Is
wasted, her talents Ue elsewhere
and not as groupie extraordlnnalre Pam. Basically the rest of
The Doors take a back seat to the
action and become secondary
characters. Band members Manzarek, Krieger and Dlnsmore are
handled well by actors Kyle Maclachlan, Frank Whalley, and
Kevin Dillon respectively, but
they each act as a foil to Kilmer's
Morrison. Where are The Doors?
Unfortunately, they're not found
in "The Doors."
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■ From Doors. Cover.

"With the movie, everyone Is
buying up anything with Jim
Morrison," according to Billy
Hanway, owner of Mad Hatter
Music Co. In downtown BG.
The film has received no less
hype than If the Great One himself had appeared from "the
other side," and the resurgence
In the group's and specifically,
Morrison's popularity, has all the
signs of a cultlsh fad, reminiscent
of the 1989 Batman craze.
The most obvious buying madness Is for the Doors music. " The
Best of the Doors Is hotter than
the Hlndenbcrg," Hanway remarked. The album has been the
top seller for the past two weeks
at Record Den In the Woodland
Mall, according to assistant manager Denny Austin. "It's even
moving back up the Billboard
charts," Austin added.
Austin said the store has all the
Doors cassettes and CDs on sale
and the winner of a chain wide
raffle will receive a complete the
Doors CD catalog. They also have
extra stock of Doors t-shlrts and
posters and the original soundtrack recording. "Those are (all)
selling pretty good," Austin said.
The Student Book Exchange
across from campus on Wooster
has a Morrison door poster hanging In the front window. Assistant manager Kent Kokomoor
said the store usually only stocks
two smaller size Doors posters,
which are both on back order because the company sold out of
them. The store ordered the larger poster after receiving promotional material telling them "(The
Doors) is going to be hot," Kokomoor said.
The appeal of this "hot" singer
Is simple to some and complex to
others.
"It's good music and good music spreads." Hanway said.
"It's all the mystery behind Jim
Morrison," Austin said. "No one
understood him but he was Just
an Incredible frontman."
The new flick has also sparked
Interest in previous Doors movies
(such as "Live In Europe" and
"Live At The Hollywood Bowl")
that are available on videotape.
Video Spectrum on E. Washington In BG has three Doors videos,

•

"raughout the United
..une 1970. A- do her the editing

ABSOLUTELY LIVE!
Intldor/Juliet Boling

DOORS RE-OPEN:

"Sales have Increased but they
have been steady all along," a
store employee said.
Suncoast Motion Picture Company In Toledo's South wyck Mall
has an entire wall dedicated to
displaying the merchandise
which Includes videos, t-shlrts.
buttons, and posters. "Everything Is selling well," manager
Tracy Stull said. She added that
many customers have even been
requesting other Items such as
watches, keychalns, and dolls.
The words and songs of the
legendary rock giant are well
known by AOR radio and rock
music lovers everywhere but the
recent release of the film may
cause the classic music and the
singer's persona to be discovered
by a new generation of fans.
"(Movie goers) are Interested In
the story of Jim Morrison. Even
kids and people that aren't Doors
fans come to see It," Woodland
Cinema Five assistant manager
Carrie Walker said.
Hanway noted that many customers in their early teens are
purchasing the Doors Items since
the movie was released.
Woodland Cinema Five had
special promotions for the opening of the show, which sold out
the first two weekends. A painting of Jim Morrison with the slogan, "Mall Cinema Five opens the
doors for you," decorated the
mall entrance, the Doors CDs
were given away, and cinema
employees dressed In tie-dyes for

InsMor/Juliet Boling

the opening, according to Walker.
But the Increase In merchandise sales and the success of special promotions have not reflected the popularity of the movie
Itself. "At first It did really well
but It's slowed down a lot," Walker said. The film will now share
theatre space with While Fang
because. "It's slowed down so
much," Walker said.
For flighty fad seekers, the
novelty of Doors merchandise
will probably be short-lived
while the appeal of the music and
the merchandise for true blue
fans will sustain Morrison's
legend and cult. And who knows,
maybe Morrison Is kicked back
on a Carribean Island with Elvis
right now. laughing at the million
dollar Industry created with his
Image.

Film Gives 90s' Generation
The Key To A Legendary
60s* Band
By Morrella Raleigh
Including a tribute to Jim Morr■son.
"There has been Increased Interest since the movie came out,"
according to Video Spectrum
owner Bill WUklns.

One unlikely spot for sales of
the Doors merchandise Is Waldenbooks at Woodland Mall. The
store has a center aisle display of
various books available by and
about Morrison and the Doors.
hMMtW/Juliet Boling

Cincy's Over The Rhine
offers user-friendly pop
BG on April 3.
The band (Llnford Detweller.
bass & keyboards. Brian Kelley.
drums, Karln Bergqulst, vocals 8t
While many lean-n-hungry col- acoustic guitar, and Rlc Hordlnlege bands are concerned with
skl. guitar) takes their name from
getting their message across, one one of the Queen City's rougher
Cincinnati combo Is more conneighborhoods, wnlch the band
cerned with getting their message members call home. Their debut
over. They're called Over The
album. " Til They Have Face*,"
Rhine and they'll be returning to combines sonic elements of Pol
the Easystreet Cafe In downtown Dog Pondering with the vocal feel
by Frank Espostto
editor

Over The Rhine (L to R. Lin ford Detweller, Brian Kefley. Karln Bergqulat.
and Rlc Hordlmkl) win perform al the EasyMreet Cafe on April 3.
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of Edle Brtckell and the New
Bohemians.
O.T. Rhine have been playing
throughout the Midwest these
past few months In a valiant attempt to expand their musical
horizons. In recent correspondence, Detweller Invited "various
able-bodied citizens, students,
misfits, etc." to the Easystreet
gig.
Over and out.
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YO! LET'S KICK IT!
JudyBats
Native Son
Sire Records

With guitars that JanglejangleJangle and cryptic, surreal lyrics
about lovewars, alienation, and
other crucial twentysomethlng
topics, the JudyBats are dead set
on becoming college radio darlings. And rightfully so. Jeff Hels
kell's voice Is Just odd enough to
make you feel like you have to
listen to him or he's going to do
something desperate. And Ed
Winters' ringing guitars only encourage him. Oh yeah, one more
thing: If radio had any balls,
"Don't Drop The Baby" would be
a Top Ten hit.
- Frank Esposlto
Todd Kundgren
Second Wind
Warner Bros. Records
Second Wind, though not a
"concert recording" In the
strictest sense of the word,
blends the direct emotional Impact of a live performance with
the refined recording techniques
that Todd's followers have come
to expect. The album was record-

ed live by Todd's 12-piece band
last summer In front of 2,000
fans at the San Francisco Palace
of Fine Arts. The stage was set up
like a recording studio and the
audience was clued In to the fact
that "It's a session, not a show."
In typical Rundgren fashion,
the album successfully embraces
several styles; from musical
theater ("Love In Disguise") to
obnoxious neo-classlc hard rock
("Public Servant") to modernized
disco ("Love Science") to Marvin
Gaye-llkc soul ("Who's Sorry
Now"). The band matches his stylistic versatility step-for-step
providing a solid backdrop for
Todd to work his vocal magic,
which has never sounded better.
Alternately calm and fierce yet
constantly passionate, Todd's
voice Is the focus for his finest
record In six years. Nowhere Is
this more evident than than on
the searing Introspection of "If I
Have To Be Alone." One finds It
hard to dismiss both the pop appeal and stirring Idealism of
"Change Myself' while the
album's only clunker Is "Kindness," a truly hokey paean to
Todd's grandmother. Thankfully,

JUDYBATS i Guitars and angst and all the cool phrases you wish you'd thought of (Int.
That's what college rock la made of.
the song does nothing to diminish
an otherwise laudable effort from
this all-too-often overlooked cult
hero.
• Tim Hustmyer

Sting
The Soul Cages
A&M Records
With the exception of the title
track. Sting's The Soul Cages does
not fairly assume the calling of
his "rock roots return," which the
album was assumed to be before
Its release. Cagescarriet with It
the oboe and Jazz backbeat which
Is Imfamously Sting. The tide
track Is the single cut built upon
the grunge of rock guitar,- the
dullness of the number makes It
apparent that Sting has lost practice In this foundation.
Cages Is not without Its dlsUnctlveness. however, expanding
Sting's global outlook In more
ways than one. The disc's box
cleverly folds to become the

TODD RUNDGREN i Hello, Its him.

disc's own case, sparing the ecological waste of cardboard containing new discs. In the musical
arena, Sting expands his string
experiments, with Italian gondola as the backbone of "Mad
About You," and a Spanish string
Instrumental entitled "Jeremlan
Blues Pi. 1." Most cuts contain
scattered touches of Indian flute
as well.

Original Sins
Se^Destrvct
Psonik Records

Albums like this make ya thank
God that somebody Is out there
keeping the 60s garage-punk
ethic alrve. This Is original punk,
where the driving keyboard
grooves sound every bit as nasty
as the guitars, which, Incidentally, scratch and claw like heaSting abandons the political
vyweight female mudwrestlers.
and social overtones of his first
The latest offering from these
solo LPs for waxing of a more
Pennsylvania white trash warpersonal sort. Cages Is mired In
riors climaxes with the side two
personal strifes such as Stings re- pairing of "Coca Cola (Sweet)"
lationship with his father In cuts and "Juicy Fruit." Both boast
like "Why Should I Cry for You?" grooves that are so simple and
and the single "All This Time."
powerful you've Just got to laugh
The lyrics here lose some of the
out loud. It's so easy. And when
strength of his previous composi- the Sins cop the riff from Billy
tions, but the musical mix exSquler's "Everybody Wants You"
pected of Sting In Cages should
on "Do It," the 70s Just seem that
not disappoint most devotees.
much scarier.
- Tim Funk
- Frank Esposlto

Beer & Bikinis: Dave's Mondo Spring Break Quiz Local cassingle
by Dove- ituklnd
The Incredible College ol Musical Knowledge

OK, we all know that spring
break begins today. Where arc
you going? Staying here In Bowling Green? (Too bad) Daytona
Beach? (Sounds like fun) Cincinnati? (Why?) Chicago? (Bring me
some Uno's) Let me know. Dr.
Dave, who has been feeling quite
rico suave lately, Is quite excited
about his spring break. Everyone
always want to get out of class
early the day of break, so we'D
try to keep "Dr. Dave's Incredible
College of Musical Knowledge" as
short as possible.
Nurse Schmidt, who Is looking
quite forward to this week,
quickly told me that Tim Balskl,

whose favorite athlete Is B.G.'s
own Joe Moore, was the winner
this week. She then darted
through our offices, said "So
long, goofball", and booked. The
answers to last week's 'don't'
quiz are:
1. The Simple Minds 2. Jane
Child 3. New Kids on the Block 4.
Glass Tiger 5. Foreigner 6. Paul
Carrack 7. Richard Marx 8. Chris
DeBurgh 9. Night Ranger 10.
Bourgeois Tagg
Enter this week's ultrachallenging quiz by sending your
address, name, address, phone,
and spring break destination to
"Dr. Dave's Quiz," c/o 214 West
Hall. B.C. OH. 43403, or drop It
In the wooden box In 210 West
Hall. Entries must be received by
8 a.m.. Wed.. April 3, 1991.
I know that you students don't

like tests right before break. So, I
decided to make this week's quiz
an easy one with no wrong answers:
Tell me. In 25 or words less,
what your favorite (or least
favorite) song or album has been
from the past year. Creativity,
clearness and cone siveness of
thought, originality, and amount
of agreement with Dr. Dave (hut
kidding) will be the criteria for
Judging the best response. Portions of the response may be
used In our next column, which
will be In two weeks. Get to work,
class.
This week's creative winner
will earn him or herself a FREE
promtlonal cassette from Finders
Records and Tapes, located at
128 N. Main, in the heart of
Bowling Green.

aids armed forces
Bette Midler's "From a Distance."
Mauk says "If there are angels
looking down on us, I hope they
can see some hope for peace between nations if they see two
"If two people can hold hands, lovers cooperating." The song
why can't the whole world?" asks portrays an alienated couple preJohn Mauk, guitarist for local
tending to patch up their differrock band Lovestreet. Lovestreet ences for the sake of letting the
addresses the Issue In their new angels know that there la possisingle, "Give Hope to the Anbility for reconciliation.
gels."
All proceeds from the cassette
A mldtempo tune with sparsingle, available at both Madhatkling keyboards. "Give Hope to
ter's and Finder's In Bowling
the Angels" places emphasis on
Green, will go to support the
Its lyrics. A response to the reVietnam Veterans of America In
cent war In Iraq, Mauk's lyrics
Its program for support of troops
focus on the Issue of Interpersonal relationships and their efreturning from the war and their
families.
fect on world peace. Inspired by
by Stove- Knowtton
contributing writer

